Abstract
Best practices require integration, moving from presenting discrete knowledge packets and skill sets towards making explicit linkages and connections between and among academic specializations (Kuh, 2008; Smith & Colby, 2007) : "The role of business schools [in integration] remains underdeveloped, undervalued, and too-often unnoticed. To start, business schools will need to place even greater emphasis on interdisciplinary collaboration across university campuses, particularly with schools of engineering and sciences" (AACSB, 2015, p. 2) . The emphasis of this "new vision" will be on recognizing relationships and linkages between disciplines, and developing students' abilities to systematically analyze and evaluate whatever knowledge and experiences they encounter later in life and work, even when these experiences do not neatly fit within conventional disciplinary differentiations.
The ultimate objective of interdisciplinarity is systems thinking-an outcome in demand by businesses, but routinely neglected by business schools (Atwater et al., 2008) . Systems thinking focuses on the big picture, instead of specific functional specializations and discrete organizational systems. In contrast to typical managerial decision-making, systems thinking is holistic versus reductionist, synthetic versus analytic, and long-term versus short-term. Causality is explored as circular amplification loops, rather than just as a linear progression. Systems thinking is about overall effectiveness more than efficiency, about indirect, as well as direct consequences, about best value more than low cost, and explores alignment as a balancing act more than a problem-solving exercise (Atwater et al., 2008; Senge, 2006; Smith & Lewis, 2011) .
CLASSICAL LITERATURE GIVES LIFE TO BUSINESS PARADOX
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Unfortunately, the systematic integration of the broader interpersonal and analytical "wisdom" skills associated with the liberal arts and interdisciplinary approaches spanning the different functional areas of business (management, marketing, finance, accounting, etc.) is so problematic the goal has been adopted as an accreditation criterion for over a decade (AACSB, 2005 (AACSB, , 2015 Chew & McInnis-Bowers, 2004; Lin, 2015) .
Teaching Complexity
Responding to this need, Robert Quinn pioneered a very successful textbook series teaching managerial skills through exploring paradox and competing values (Quinn et al., 2015) . To master paradox, managers must apply the following principles:
• Think in terms of competing values, which are almost impossible to effectively pursue simultaneous, like quality versus speed, innovation versus efficiency, etc.
• Think in terms of systems and cycles. Complex systems have inevitable tension between different parts of that system that cannot simply be managed away, they simply will manifest in another way. As Senge (2004) notes, today's answers become the source of tomorrow's problems
• Avoid cognitive simplification strategies. "Schismogenic thinking," where the manager chooses a set of favorite values or principles, ignores the other aspects of the paradox, so contradiction is "defined away."
Quinn offers a three-step process to transcend paradox and develop a state of "creative tension," which fosters creativity and excellence:
Moving beyond rational management involves . . . three steps. The first step is recognizing polarities. The second step is seeing the strength and the weakness in each of the polar perspectives. The third, and most challenging, step is not to affix to one or the other but to move to a metalevel that allows one to see the interpenetration and the inseparability of the two polarities. This third step takes us to a transformational logic. It allows for simultaneous integration and differentiation. (1988, pp. 164-165) In both the classroom and board room, these principles are reinforced primarily through analytical systems approaches and case studies (Andriopoulos & Lewis, 2009; Beech et al., 2004; Gandz & Hayes, 1988; Smith & Lewis, 2011; Sterman, 2000) . However, managers and students still struggle with these unfamiliar concepts.
Beyond problems of high technical complexity and ambiguity caused by inadequate information, many divergent contexts are even more difficult to understand because they often involve social processes and human emotions that are fundamentally "arational," such as confusion, fear, and anxiety (Meyer & Land, 2013; Quinn, 1988 Quinn, , 2015 . Weick concludes: "emotions, searchings, frustrations, heat, fury, joy, delight, depression, and moodiness, all prominent enough parts of organizational life" are normally excluded in rational, quantitative models (Weick, 1979, p. 240; see also Weick 1995; Weick, Sutcliffe, & Obstfeld, 2005) . This is unfortunate, since motivation and meaning are heavily influenced by these emotional dimensions of our lives. While such subjective factors are very difficult to conceptualize and measure, eliminating them leaves people and their organizations lifeless, meaningless, and passionless:
Thinking must be anchored to experience, and the search for meaning must be geared to the source of meaning, namely, our passions -our emotions, our moods, our desires. said to distort our reality; I argue that they are responsible for it. Emotions are said to divide us from our interests and our purposes. The emotions and consequently the passions in general are our reasons in life. What is called "reason" is the passions enlightened, "illuminated" by reflection and supported by a perspicacious deliberation that the emotions in their urgency normally exclude. (Solomon, 1976, p.15) Emotion is but one of a number of important contextual variables, which are extremely difficult to quantitatively measure, and have enormous impact on how people feel and behave. Due to such limitations, some analysts concluded that to get an organization into a countable, measurable form is to strip it of what made it worth counting in the first place (Weick, 1979 (Weick, , 1995 Weick, Sutcliffe, & Obstfeld, 2005) . John Steinbeck illustrates this dilemma using descriptions of the Mexican Sierra, a mackerel-like fish with brilliant blue spots found in the Gulf of California:
The Mexican Sierra has 17 plus 15 plus 9 spines in the dorsal fin. These can easily be counted. But if the sierra strikes hard on the line so that our hands are burned, if the fish sounds and nearly escapes and finally comes in over the rail, his colors pulsing and his tail beating the air, a whole new relational externality has come into being-an entity which is more than the sum of the fish plus the fisherman. The only way to count the spines of the sierra unaffected by this second relational reality is to sit in a laboratory, open an evil-smelling jar, remove a stiff colorless fish from the formalin solution, count the spines, and write the truth.… There you have recorded a reality which cannot be assailed-probably the least important reality concerning either the fish or yourself. It is good to know what you are doing. The man with his pickled fish has set down one truth and recorded in his experience many lies. The fish is not that color, that texture, that dead, nor does he smell that way… we were determined not to let the passion for unassailable little truths draw in the horizon and crowd the sky down on us. We knew that what seemed to be true could only be relatively true anyway. There is no other kind of observation. (Steinbeck & Ricketts, 1951, p. 31) And nothing is quite as powerful at communicating the light and heat and passion of this arational side of business as literature. Edward W. Younkins notes: "Fiction, including novels, plays, and films, can be a powerful force to educate students and employees in ways that lectures, textbooks, articles, case studies, and other traditional teaching approaches cannot" (2014, p. ix).
Paradox, Ethics, and Literature
Historically, paradox and systems theory-particularly multi-stakeholder theory-have been used to explore social responsibility and business ethics in the classroom, sometimes using fiction and great literature so the student can personally relate to these ethically tormented characters (Gandz & Hayes, 1988; Michaelson, 2015; Shepard, Goldsby & Gerde, 1997) . The alternative story-telling mediums, usually involving case studies, are all too often sanitized and rationalized to portray business situations that fit neatly into the convergent analyses of finance, accounting and economics-a "one-size-fits-all" approach to managing and leading (Badaracco, 2006; Pfeffder & Fong, 2002 captures this acutely and provides us with texts that challenge and lay bare the simplistic ways we can so easily go wrong when we think about it. Insights from literature and the humanities are particularly valuable when trying to understand behavior that doesn't seem to make sense in a classic economic analysis. Examples of people being confusing in the world of business abound, whether dealing with colleagues, partners or customers. (Biriotti, 2013, p. 10) Beyond ethics, literature captures some of the real-world chaos that forces managers to enhance selfunderstanding and recognize alternative perspectives and outside-the-box solutions (Leddy, 2013; Michaelson, 2015) . Great literature tackles the challenges of organizational decision-making under conditions of high velocity change. While management science has developed a toolbox of organizational development and process re-engineering techniques, "they often fall short of providing satisfactory solutions, reducing people to 'stakeholders' or cogs in a machine" (Biriotti, 2013, p. 11) . The emotional impact of relating to relatable characters helps prompt professional self-reflection and broader systemwide linkages, which otherwise tend to occur only after training or considerable experience on the job.
Students in my class react to characters in the book as if they're real people. There's a much deeper engagement in the actual material. It's not about whether the debits and credits add up. They're making comments about who they are and what they care about, and how they feel about the world that differs from their fellow students. It also reflects the student's own character and judgment. ... Literature helps identify the really complicated issues, and the stakes on all sides. (Badaracco, quoted by Leddy, 2013, p. 2) Through the vicarious experience of literary characters, students experience chaos and uncertainty from a distance, avoiding the panic they would experience in real life. This allows them the luxury of being able to react vicariously and more rationally to threatening circumstances. Literature pushes them out of their comfort zone without creating such high levels of anxiety that they retreat behind illusions of control.
Illusions of control are socially-created cognitive simplification strategies which define paradox away when decision-makers need to treat high levels of uncertainty and chaos as controllable events (Carr & Blettner, 2010) . Illusion of control is defined as "an expectancy of a personal success probability inappropriately higher than the objective probability would warrant" (Langer, 1975) . Perceptions of uncertainty and information overload must be managed. While moderate levels of uncertainty are uncomfortable, and high levels of uncertainty quickly become dysfunctional, all too often, uncertainty ends up displacing rationality in decision-making processes with recklessness, anger, fear, depression, or withdrawal. In their simplicity, superstition, socially valued norms, and popular fads provide valuable illusions of control, reaffirm expertise, reinforce a common mental map and language, and rally the troops to action (Jackson, 2001) . In essence, these forecasts are management rituals to legitimize the power and authority of leaders, as well as the validity of their strategies, giving them an appearance of professionalism, and a basis for cooperation and coordination of activities, particularly in times of chaos.
Is there really any difference between a chief executive asking his strategic planners for scenarios for the future, and a Babylonian monarch making similar demands of his astrologer? We suspect not. Both may provide a basis for decision where there is no rational method ... But more importantly, both demonstrate that the leader is competent and knows how to do such things. (Gimpl & Dakin, 1984, p.130) Literature thwarts simplification strategies with context and rich detail and tragedy; Shakespeare's King Lear can teach the pitfalls of illusions of control and unintended consequences in leadership. The PAGE, ANDOH, & SMITH / DOI: 10.5929/2017.7.2.5 pedagogical hypothesis of this paper is that by introducing complex systems theory as a means to help understand the classics, students will be better able to understand how to apply it to critical business contexts and problems later on in classes in their major. The power of the classics will boost retention.
Integrating Complexity and Classics
Systems theory has produced powerful conceptual models that students and managers often employ to understand complexity and paradox.
The Competing Values
The competing value model captures the inherent paradox and inherent tensions involved in organizational effectiveness (Quinn & Rohrbaugh, 1983; Quinn, 1988 Quinn, , 2015 . The premise is that organizations, groups, and people never resolve these creative tensions between extremes; they merely choose their position along each continuum. The classic competing values framework focuses on private sector organizations and the major schools of academic thought that evolved to study them. A simplified competing values model is illustrated in Figure 1 . 
External Focus
Once the continua are established, label each quadrant and see if the quadrants created are conceptually plausible and have valuable explanatory power. This model can be adapted for any major issue and any major industry or market. All that is necessary is to identify two competing values continua to anchor the horizontal and vertical continua. These can represent major controversies, paradigms, or objectives that conflict instead of complement each other. Opportunities to apply this model in great literature abound; this also represents a critical managerial skill in handling complexity and paradox on the job.
Antigone, by Sophocles, provides an ideal vehicle to explore leadership and the unintended consequences of policy. In the play, two Princes, Eteocles and Polynices, are sharing the rule of the kingdom after the death of their father. When Eteocles gets power-hungry, Polynices makes alliances with six foreign powers and attacks. The attack fails, but leaves both princes dead, so the kingdom passes to Creon, their uncle.
Horrified by Polynices' foreign alliances, Creon orders his body to be left to rot publicly, as a warning of the consequences of betrayal, which seems warranted under the circumstances. Creon is an old, experienced hand at leadership, and is determined to restore order out of this chaos through sets of laws and social structures that will be enforced, some on pain of death. This is the reaction of many business leaders to high levels of uncertainty and change -double-down on what has worked in the past and escalate commitment. (Wilden et al., 2013; Miles, et al., 1978) . When formal controls are too tight they become stifling and undermine individual creativity, innovation and risk-taking-foundations of an effective and sustainable organization (Adler & Borys, 1996) . On the other hand, rampant individuality leads to organizational chaos; it undermines collaboration and results in waste, undermining sustainability. Mix into this brew a touch of egotism and a stubborn tendency to escalate commitment to stay-the-course, and you have the root cause of many an organizational failure (Drummond, 2014) . All in ancient Greece.
Enter Antigone, the sister of Polynices, a willful, rebellious princess who defies limits and holds convention in contempt. In business, these leaders are the arrogant, but sometimes inspired "cowboy entrepreneurs" who live to break the molds, impose their will on the universe, and see if this generates lasting change and innovation. Antigone decides to bury her brother, breaking with her proper role and defying conventions (formal internal processes), despite the risk of execution. Ismene, the dutiful sister, portrayed as beautiful and radiant in every way-the object of all men's admiration and desire-is horrified and pleads with her sister to conform, to no avail. These issues of just and unjust policies, of work/life balance and responsibilities, and of the costs of conformity, are all too real on the job in modern life.
Creon is angry, and quickly discovers Antigone buried her brother. However, when Antigone refuses to apologize, Creon feels trapped with no alternative but to enforce policy and execute his niece. Brutality is often the price of inflexibility, both in politics and business. Ismene is so devastated by the loss of all her brothers and sister that she commits suicide. Similarly, many of the best and brightest will exit a business when the stress of these kinds of power plays becomes too great, stripping the organization of its future.
Creon is left with has no future and no heir. Everyone he cares for is dead, and the play ends with him surrounded by callous guards who maintain order for money, and do not care about anything but their own interests. This is the central premise of competing values-tensions between opposites are a continuum and can seldom be resolved. If one end of the continuum-such as Creon's need for order-is arbitrarily enforced-over Antigone's need for filial loyalty and flexible policy-this imbalance can explosively manifest itself in extremely dysfunctional and tragic ways. The competing values model captures these dynamics well, as illustrated in Figure 2 .
Biriotti advocates using Antigone for business students, and concludes:
When we read Sophocles' Antigone for instance, we are forced to see different points of view and to hold separate, even contradictory, positions in our mind simultaneously. In this classic battle of wills, the confrontation between conscience and power, we cannot resort to oversimplifications. The language won't let us. Nor will the centuries of tradition of scholarship that have kept the Antigone debates burning. And that is why in those ancient verses, we may not find answers, but perhaps a better way to remember how complex the question is. How does all this come to life in practice? This is no easy task. I have lent the major portion of my professional life to the struggle to find ways to do justice to both human complexity and the need for profit; to the importance of asking better and more rounded questions and the need to feed continually the inexorable and understandable appetite that businesses have for answers. 
Multi-Stakeholder Approach
Stakeholder analysis focuses on identifying the commonalities and differences between all major internal and external stakeholders involved in a policy or decision process:
Stakeholder analysis is a tool for clearly defining key stakeholders for a project or other activity, understanding where stakeholders stand, and developing cooperation between the stakeholders and the project team. The main objective is to ensure successful outcomes for the project or the changes to come. (ASQ, 2015, p. 1) Careful stakeholder analysis is essential for a comprehensive risk analysis. The degree to which stakeholders communicate and cooperate to achieve common interests determines the levels of conflict or collaboration to be anticipated. When differences are too great, groups of stakeholders form coalitions to influence the decision process positively or negatively. Anticipating and influencing these dynamics is critical for managerial effectiveness (ASQ, 2015; Plastrik, Taylor, & Cleveland, 2014) .
Balanced stakeholder theory argues that by respecting the legitimate rights and needs of the major stakeholders, conflict can be avoided, and overall effectiveness can be improved (Kaplan & Norton, 1996; Niven, 2014) . Focusing on one stakeholder group (such as owner/investors) at the expense of other shareholder groups (such as customers and employees), offers short-term advantages, but longer-term losses in loyalty, commitment, communication and innovation. Jane Austen's Pride and Prejudice epitomizes complex stakeholder relationships with economic implications, involving income, income distribution, land as an index of social status and power, price index, wealth, standard of living, the structure of the economy, etc. The mix of economics and love could be of tremendous benefit in understanding how economic concepts are not so dry and arcane. On the surface, it appears that Pride and Prejudice (P&P) is simply about love and marriage and social class, both of which are grounded in economics and finance (Chamberlain, 2014) . At the core however, is the issue of overlapping intergenerational intertemporal utility maximization. It is also an excellent study in advanced economic game theory (Ellingsen & Johannesson, 2008) . The basic economic models useful for discussion with undergraduates involve income-based economic class, and currency exchange rates and valuation over time, all concepts critical for both economics and international business.
In a society in which only males could inherit birthrights, a family full of single women was an economic disaster. With perfect foresight, Mr. Bennet would have saved enough from his income to ensure that in CLASSICAL LITERATURE GIVES LIFE TO BUSINESS PARADOX 33 PAGE, ANDOH, & SMITH / DOI: 10.5929/2017.7.2.5 the probable event that he did not have a son, his wife and daughters would not live in poverty. In the absence of a social safety net, such as old age, survivor and disability insurance (OASDI) or social security, which did not exist, he could also have bought a life insurance product that paid off enough upon his death so that his female heirs and surviving wife could live comfortably. But those were the signs of the times. Instead, Mr. Bennet bet that he would have a son.
Let us examine the rationale of this decision with a little foray into probabilities. The probability that all his five children would be girls is very low: actually only .03. It can be represented symbolically as follows: [P(Girl)*P(Girl)*P(Girl)*P(Girl)*P(Girl) where P stands for probability and the P(Girl)=.5 (hence the calculation .5*.5*.5*.5*.5.=.03). It also follows that the probability of having at least one boy among the five children is .97, (1-.03): quite high. The odds were clearly in Mr. Bennet's favor. With such a high probability of having at least one boy, Mr. Bennet was probably correct in assuming his estate would not bypass his heirs and go onto Mr. Collins, his cousin. There is only one problem. No matter how small the probability is, the utility or rather disutility of not having a boy is so high that in a rational world he should have thought about it and planned for it, unless of course the altruistic bequest motive for females was of no importance to him. Without belaboring the point, we buy property insurance, such as car insurance, despite never having had a car accident. If an event is possible, it has a probability of occurring; if it does occur, the consequences can be disastrous. The probability of an event occurring may be small but, as Mr. Bennet found out (mercifully, not to his chagrin) you can have five children and they can all be girls. This is what makes the story so compelling, driving the plots and subplots, the intrigues and antagonisms exhibited in the novel. How can a family with little or no wealth to bequeath to five daughters when the estate is entailed to male heirs, of which the parents have none? How can Mr. Bennet ensure that his wife and daughters will not be reduced to poverty upon his death? First, we need to understand the economics of social class. See Table 2 , "The Economics of Social Class: Class Structure in Austen's Britain Compared to Modern-day U.S."
The next challenge is to understand old English money. How much is £10,000.00 today? Heldman (1990) estimates it at $331,300 in 1988 dollars. First, one must find the prevailing exchange rate between the pound and the dollar to convert the pounds into dollars. Then, one must use the price index to convert the dollar equivalent of £10,000.00 into 1988 dollars or any year's dollars. For example, in 2016 US dollars, the Jane Austen £10,000.00 is worth $700,000. The depreciated dollar truly "ain't worth a dime." This is a good point to talk about the effect of inflation: needing more money to buy the same "basket" of goods and services. Without a cost of living adjustment (COLA), if one's income remains the same over time, the ability to buy the same basket of goods bought in earlier years will be diminished, and one will be reduced to poverty. Now we can understand the story much better. Landed gentry took the income from their land (rents, leases, etc.) and invested it in government securities (much safer, almost guaranteed returns and repayment of principal upon maturity; secured bonds), and lived off the proceeds-4%, to a maximum of 5% interest annually. However, only males in the family could inherit the estate and the interest (income) from the bonds. Inheritable wealth for women consisted of monetary savings, jewelry, and the like. So, to revisit the class structure. See Table 3 The solution is very simple-at least to the mother, Mrs. Bennet, who, like her daughters, will also find herself living on a pittance once her husband dies. She and her daughters will fall from second class as the family of a country gentleman to sixth class working poor. Her lifetime ambition, therefore, is to find suitable husbands for her daughters to preserve their privileged class. The husbands should be rich, and, at the very least, gentlemen. If they belong to the aristocratic class, even better. Mrs. Bennet's frequent nervous agitations are the result of her constant worries over not finding husbands for her daughters and, thus, facing the real possibility of future poverty when Mr. Bennet dies. Indeed, this was the problem facing many young women whose families had no fortune to bequeath to them. Consider the otherwise intelligent Charlotte: How can she marry the obnoxious Mr. Collins, whom her dear friend Elizabeth Bennett had turned down? She does so because she is a "practical/realistic" woman. At twenty-seven, with no fortune or family connections, her prospects are dim. The insufferable Mr. Collins is a good catch; he is clergy, has a good position, is well-connected in society-he is of a higher economic class.
CLASSICAL LITERATURE GIVES LIFE TO BUSINESS
To this day, in both England and America, the two most reliable ways of improving one's economic class are through marriage and inheritance (Chamberlain, 2014) . In P&P, Mr. Wickham personifies social climbing through marriage, successfully transitioning from the 6 th class (working poor) to the 4 th class (middle class) through cold-blooded seduction to secure a favorable marriage. This also explains Elizabeth's gratitude towards Mr. Darcy-he spent $80K US to save Lydia and the Bennet family from disgrace and scandal.
Balanced Scorecard Approach
The Balanced Scorecard (BSC) is a quantifiable solution for organizations to overcome the problems associated with focusing solely on financial measures of success (Cardinaels & Veen-Dirks, 2010) . Focusing purely on financial outcomes can cause managers to avoid responsibility and "engage in dysfunctional behaviors to maximize short-term performance at the expense of long-term effectiveness and competitiveness" (Chow & Van der Stede, p. 2, 2006) . Financial measures like "Return on Investment" and "Earnings per Share" are based exclusively on past performance. As such, these results are myopic and give de minimis predictive value regarding the organization's future success. The BSC evaluates an organization's performance using both financial and operative factors (Ghosh & Mukerjee, 2006) .
The BSC perspectives are categorized as follows: financial, learning and growth, internal business process, and customer (Cardinaels & Veen-Dirks, 2010) . The learning and growth perspective focuses not only on employee training, but on mentoring and increased communication effectiveness to allow employees to solve problems more easily. The business process perspective focuses on measuring how well the organization functions internally and if it is producing an effective product. Finally, the customer perspective emphasizes this as a lead indicator of future success despite satisfactory financial success (BCI, 2016) . According to the BSC approach, there is a causal connection between the four perspectives that ultimately affects the financial success of an organization while recognizing the needs of a variety of stakeholders (Atkinson, 2006) . A scorecard quantifies them and makes them visible, so managers will have a more balanced view of the organization's overall performance, and realize how focusing too much on one perspective will inevitably affect, and at times compromise, the other perspectives (BCI, 2016; Leahy, 2000; Mauboussin, 2014) .
In the real world, most organizations that use the BSC approach will tailor it to reflect the needs of the organization and not follow the textbook model of the BSC. The model below is an example of a scorecard a private law practice might use to measure rational goals with numeric scales. The specific scale usedordinal, interval, ratio, semantic differential, etc.-depends on the nature of the feedback management is most interested in. In this case, the lawyer selected a 5-point satisfaction scale ranging from 5 (fully satisfied) to 1 (slightly satisfied) for four major stakeholders (see Table 4 , "Balanced Scorecard Model Applied to a Modern-day Law Practice").
Market data Bar sponsored seminars Updated software and hardware Employee candor
This BSC shows that, like many small firms, this practice satisfies its owners (17 pts.) and customers (18 pts.), but at the expense of frustrating and undervaluing its employees (12 pts.). The implication of this imbalance is clear. As this frustration builds, maintaining the superior performance the firm is noted for and retaining key employees who deliver it, become problematic. Note the BSC itself is apolitical and quantitative to minimize the impact of personal agendas, social dynamics, cultural norms, and organizational political factors (Barros & Wanderley, 2016; Tayler & B., W., 2013) .
Contract Law Shakespearian Style
Theorist, Jane B. Baron, asserts that "literature [is] a rich source of certain forms of knowledge that the law is either missing entirely or could use a whole lot more of [and] concerns modes of reasoning that are emotional, intuitive, and concrete rather than detached, logical, and abstract; and, most importantly, it concerns the making of truly moral judgments" (Islam, p. 1, 2016) . Analyzing Shakespeare's The Merchant of Venice allows the business student to witness the ramifications of entering into business contracts and business ventures without consideration for the various stakeholders affected including the decision-PAGE, ANDOH, & SMITH / DOI: 10.5929/2017.7.2.5 makers' own interests. The Merchant of Venice "provides… a unique way of achieving its main purpose, that of jolting students out of their parochialism… and allows for an interesting cultural immersion into the society of Venice in the sixteenth century to learn how the law functioned and to understand the relationship between law and life" (Friedler, p. 1099 (Friedler, p. , 2000 .
In the play, Antonio, a Venetian merchant, is approached by his friend Bassanio for a loan that he needed in order to woo his love interest, Portia. Antonio is short on funds, as most of his capital was invested in several trading ships that were not due to arrive back in port for several weeks. Antonio and Bassanio approach Shylock, a Jewish lender who, under Venetian law, was not able to make a living in any other way aside from charging exorbitant interest for his loans. Shylock, being the object of public scorn and ostracism by Antonio and Bassanio based primarily on his faith, is understandably surprised when approached for a loan by those who mocked him. Shylock, nevertheless, agrees to lend three thousand ducats to Bassanio interest-free on the condition that Antonio pledge a pound of his flesh (from close to his heart) as collateral should the loan not be repaid in three months. Overly confident that his ships containing valuable merchandise would arrive well before the due date on the loan, Antonio agrees to Shylocks' terms and the two men execute their contract bond before a notary. After defaulting in the loan, Antonio is brought to court by Shylock who seeks to foreclose on his collateral by taking a pound of Antonio's flesh.
Venice was one of dozens of Mediterranean trading ports; its economy depended on being a port of choice for seagoing merchants. This reputation rested on minimizing risk and providing the physical, legal, and economic infrastructure critical for business. While the law in Venice at the time held Shylock's contract itself to be enforceable, the brutality involved in enforcement undercut the city's reputation for cosmopolitan trade and finance. This led to various provisions guaranteeing reasonable contracts with proportionate penalties-such as the obscure public law Portia discovered that made it illegal for a foreigner to take the life of a citizen lest he forfeit his life or land to the state (Freidler, 2000) . Shylock's bloody thirst for revenge is not in keeping with cosmopolitan Venice, and by insisting on barbarism, Venice's Alien Statute humiliates Shylock, who is forced to convert to Christianity and forfeit all of his land (Stretton, 2010) .
The model for the BSC can be used to analyze the business of money-lending in The Merchant of Venice. Rational goals can be assessed using a 5-point satisfaction scale ranging from 5 (fully satisfied) to 1 (not satisfied) for three major stakeholders: the customer, the lender and the community. Irrational goals are included to explain low scores, since irrational goals seldom lead to functional outcomes in business. This BSC is summarized in Table 5 , "Balanced Scorecard Model Applied to Money-lending in 16 th Century Venice." Shylock's rational professional goals include getting a good interest return on the credit he extends to his clients and establishing himself as a reputable lender in the community. By any measure, Antonio was sub-prime-he offered no collateral but his body. Shylock's decision to make the loan stemmed from an irrational agenda of revenge, returning past emotional abuse with perverse and brutal contingencies for non-payment. Further, when Antonio defaulted on the loan, Bassanio offered Shylock several times what the original loan was worth-a moneylender's dream (Friedler, 2000) . Shylock refuses, insisting on collecting his bloody collateral; he emerges a broken and destitute man. Even if Shylock had succeeded in maiming or killing Antonio, the damage to his business reputation and customer base would have been considerable. Further, any rational assessment should have set off alarm bells when a major contract CLASSICAL LITERATURE GIVES LIFE TO BUSINESS PARADOX 39 PAGE, ANDOH, & SMITH / DOI: 10.5929/2017.7.2.5 enforcement provision was an egregious violation of cultural norms and resultant public policy (Stretton, 2010) .
Table 5
Balanced Scorecard Model Applied to th Century Venice
Antonio has rational reasons for supporting his friend and building his reputation, but nothing which justifies the inordinate risks of financial ruin and personal injury. He is blinded by what appears to be his passionate love for Bassanio. He is overly confident that his merchant ships would arrive, despite the very real risks involved (Stretton, 2010) . While he is spared from being maimed, he is still bankrupt and financially ruined, dependent on the financial support of others.
The real winner in the play is the city of Venice, whose goals are satisfied without penalty. Today, insurance companies, very much like Shylock, sometimes selfishly insist on a strict interpretation of an insurance policy against their policyholders-which they are legally entitled to do provided they are correct. Insurance contracts are known as contracts of adhesion; the customer either adheres to the terms of the contract or walks away. There is very little negotiation involved in this type of contracting and, for this reason, any ambiguities in contract language will be construed against the entity that drafted the contract (McCallum & Knapp, 2016) . A company can be monetarily penalized by the court for refusing to pay a claim after failing to investigate properly and interpret fairly its own contract (Swisher, 2013) . Similarly, Shylock's terms were offered on a "take it or leave it" basis and the ambiguities in the contract were construed against him.
Had either of the major characters (Shylock or Antonio) conducted even a rudimentary BSC analysis with accurate data they would not have been ruined. This play helps us understand the ramifications of making business decisions based on self-interest, passion, jealousy, revenge, and greed, and how assessments of risk and return can become distorted. It also emphasizes how the state often has policy safeguards to PAGE, ANDOH, & SMITH / DOI: 10.5929/2017.7.2.5 protect its interests. The utility of a balanced approach to managerial decision-making, especially when entering into legally-binding contracts, becomes clear.
Implications
Advocates offer compelling arguments for preparing students for business programs with literature and including literature in business programs. Lessons from literature:
• Make theoretical concepts interesting, rich and memorable
• Develop critical thinking and evaluation skills
• Flesh out details and historical context for a deeper understanding of theory
• Cultivate individual character and integrity
• Link theory and to real-world practice (Michaelson, 2014; Youngkin, 2014) Unfortunately, there is no consensus on what literature to teach. Youngkin targets literature which bolsters a libertarian paradigm of the businessman as hero, and extols the virtues and power of Ayn Rand's Atlas Shrugged (Youngkin, 2014) . Michaelson argues for novels embracing business and government interactions, particularly on a global scale (Michaelson, 2014) . Both agree that preferences are unavoidably influenced by cultural and philosophical commitments. Critics go further, suggesting the choice may also be swayed by managerial fad and fashion-trendy "strategies of the month" (Jay, 2001; Michaelson, 2014) . Beyond those paradigms are a variety of others, ranging from Marxist critical theory and its literature (i.e. Upton Sinclair's The Jungle) to green sustainability strategies, etc.
Teaching complexity with literature is similar to the study of management itself. There is little consensus in management theory concerning what characterizes an "effective," or "healthy" organization. Even when conceptions of the ideal organization are identified and developed, they often tend to be more controversial than the problems they addressed. This principle is carried to its logical extremes in fields such as mental health and social policy, where consensus is fleeting and where many opinions or perspectives can be advanced and rationally defended. Overwhelmed by uncertainty and confused by paradox, managers and analysts in these areas often adopt a "remedial," or problem-oriented approach towards understanding and changing these divergent phenomena.
The characteristics of the strategy support and encourage the analyst to identify situations or ills from which to move away rather than goals toward which to move. Even short term goals are defined largely in terms of reducing some observed ill rather than in terms of a known objective of another sort. Policy aims at suppressing vice even though virtue cannot be defined, let alone concretized as a goal; at attending to mental illness even though we are not sure what attitudes and behaviors are most healthy; ... at eliminating inequities in the tax structure even though we do not agree on equity [etc.]. (Braybrooke, & Lindbloom, 1963, p.102) Given disagreement on content, perhaps the focus should be on process (Weick, 1979 (Weick, , 1995 Weick, Sutcliffe, & Obstfeld, 2005) . Weick notes that scientific inquiry into management is based on the assumption that while there may be many research approaches to management, and while organizations are often characterized by unique problems, all of these paths will eventually lead to an understanding of the nature of management, and the best, most effective way to manage.
These two connected themata of unlimited outer accessibility and delimited inner meaning can be vaguely depicted by the device of a maze having in its outer walls innumerable entrances, through each of which one can hopefully reach, sooner or later, the one mystery which lies at the center… But another possibility has suggested itself more and more insistently; that at the innermost chamber of the maze one would find nothing… (Holton, 1965, p. xxiii) Given a rapidly changing, discontinuous world, the center of the management maze may be empty. The true meaning and nature of effective management lies not in the act of discovery but in the process of discovering. The maze is the meaning, and how managers decide to negotiate through that maze-the set of skills, values and preferences they cultivate-determines both understanding and effectiveness. The key becomes to keep learning, keep trying, keep adapting, and keep hoping that some emergent process proves satisfactory (Christensen, 2013; Quinn, 1988 Quinn, , 2015 Senge, 2006) . From this perspective, teaching complexity builds a sort of mental toolkit graduates can use whenever they find themselves immersed in paradox and chaos. Repeated exposure and exploration of the usefulness of these analytical tools in a variety of contexts seems essential for students to recognize their worth and apply them to their professions. The goal is to unlock the creativity and imagination needed to adapt to a rapidly changing world and rapidly, iteratively learn. Otherwise graduates are intellectually stunted:
Yet I have seen that business education treats young men and women precisely as if they were destined to be at shop and to talk shop all day. Even the liberal arts have been influenced by this slavish and utilitarian view of human nature. We prepare young people to become cows and mules rather than men and women. We expend great energy and dedicate vast sums of money toward directing all of youth's energy into the pursuit of a career. We accord professionalism and careerism a standing that far outshadows learning the human condition and cultivating the moral imagination. My guild has sent out into society far too many souls whose imaginations are starved, who do not know what to do with themselves when they are not at work other than to feed appetites that will never be satisfied and to pursue pleasures that will never bring happiness. (Guroian, 2002) The academy has already recognized that integrative approaches such as interdisciplinarity and multidisciplinarity result in many positive proximate outcomes, such as retention of learning and student satisfaction, as well as distal outcomes such as transfer of learning and job placement (Kuh, 2008) . Literature may prove to be a pre-business program power tool-embedding this exploration in literature adds impact to the process by engaging students on a personal, emotional level. It introduces key techniques and models to analyze complexity before the students engage in higher-level business courses where they will be of critical importance. Further, powerful prose increases the likelihood that such lessons about paradox and complexity will be retained and transferred. Above all, students will have had the opportunity to confront and hopefully expand their comfort with high levels of uncertainty, complexity and paradox in real-world (though fictional) contexts. This recommends further exploration and experimentation.
